**H** - bamboo skewer, S hook, yarn, sheet of craft foam 2mm thick or poster board, scissors, hole punch

**I** - 8" square cake, icing (frosting), cut cake into three pieces: two pieces 2 1/4" x 8" and one piece 3 1/2" x 8", spatula to spread frosting

**J** - colored paper, scissors, glue stick

**K** - two drinking straws, narrow strip of scotch tape

**L** - sugar cubes, frosting, butter knife to apply frosting

**M** - the letter M cut from heavy paper, zerox copy of measuring tape

**N** - balsa wood, small nails and hammer, exacto saw to cut balsa wood

**O** - dry florist foam circle, serrated dinner knife to cut foam, acrylic paint, foam paintbrush, clipboard, marker, sheet of paper